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Introduction

Small inversion sets, low elements

In [2] Brink & Howlett introduce the notion
of small inversion sets to prove that Coxeter
groups are automatic groups. In [3] Dyer &
Hohlweg, motivated by analogous question in
braid groups, introduce the notion of low elements and conjecture that they are in bijection
with small inversion sets.
We announce a proof that this conjecture is true
in rank 3 Coxeter groups using the notion of
bipodality from [3] roots to propagate informationon the vertices of inversion polytopes.

The small inversion set of w is Σ(w) = Σ∩N (w).
We denote by L the set of all small inversion sets.
The map Σ : W → L is no longer injective, but it
is if W is replaced by the set Λ of low elements.
An element w ∈ W is low if in the projective picture, the vertices of conv(N (w)) are small roots.

Projective picture

Conjecture (Dyer-Hohlweg, [3] Conjecture 2). The map Σ : Λ −→ L is always a bijection.

Let (W, S) the a Coxeter system of finite rank
|S|. Let Φ be the root system of the classical
representation of W , with simple roots ∆ and
positive roots Φ+ . The projective picture of Φ+
is obtained as the intersection
of
the
rays
generP
ated by Φ and H1 = {x| ∆ xδ = 1}.
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Main tool: bipodality of Σ

Sketch of proof

The main tool is the following result:

Strategy. Let λ ∈ Λ. We denote by Γw the set of
descents of w, {x ∈ N (w)|N (w)\{x} = N (w0 )}.
1. Choose w with Σ(w) = λ such that Γw ⊂
Σ. This can be done: if Γw \Σ 6= ∅, remove
one of its elements, take the new inversion
set for w, and repeat until stabilization.

Theorem ([3]). The set of small roots is bipodal.
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Figure 2: There exists an hyperplane separating
S1 from Φ+ \ S1 = S2 (the blue line): by definition,
S1 is separable. It is also finite: S1 is an inversion
set. By contrast, S2 is separable but infinite, and
S3 is finite but not separable.
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Figure 4: The root ρ is strictly between er and a
and both er and a are extremal on the line (er , a).
By definition of bipodality, ρ being small implies
that both a and er are too.

...its sources are in Γw

As shown on the picture below, if a → b in
Gbip (w) and we recursively remove roots from
N (w) while leaving it an inversion set then the
roots on [a, b] are removed from a to b by separability.

This is the most delicate point, and the proof does
not easily extend in ranks above 3. A source s is
either connected only to oriented, outward edges
of P, and we have an argument of order of removal, or it is connected to a "complete" edge
and we show by contradiction that if s ∈
/ Γw then
0
for some w , Γw0 is too big.
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In the projective picture, if Φ+ is infinite, roots
approach the isotropic cone Q (in red). Let x ∈
Φ+ and take (xi )0≤i≤n of minimal length with
x0 ∈ ∆ and ∀i, ∃δ ∈ ∆, xi+1 = xi − 2hxi |δiδ.
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Figure 5: The separation hyperplane H and the line
(a, b) cannot intersect twice.

Because of this, removing roots from N (w) orients the edges of P and this orientation is compatible with Gbip (w). Thus, if we make sure that
this "removal orientation" is acyclic (for instance
by removing the roots from closest to the separation hyperplane to the farthest), we prove that
Gbip (w) is acyclic.
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The number of times [xi , xi+1 ] crosses Q is independent of the sequence and is called the infinite
depth of x. Here dp∞ (x4 ) = 2.
Theorem ([2]). The set of small roots Σ =
+
{x ∈ Φ |dp∞ (x) = 0} (pale blue above) is finite.

3. Prove that every vertex on the bipodality graph is accessible from Γw : show that
Gbip (w) is acyclic and that its sources lie
in Γw . By bipodality, this imposes that
the vertices of P are in Σ, proving that w
is a low element.

Gbip (w) is acyclic and...

Infinite depth

r

2. Let P = conv(N (w)) and Gbip (w) the directed graph with vertices those of P and
with edges those of P that are oriented by
bipodality: an edge [a, b] of P is in Gbip (w)
with a → b if and only if a is an "internal
root" on the line (a, b) while b is extremal.
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Figure 1: The projective picture with W = I4 . We
identify all roots x ∈ Φ+ with their image x̂ ∈ H1 .
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Proposition (C. 2021). The map Σ : Λ −→ L is a bijection whenever the group W is of rank 3.
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The conjecture holds in rank 3.
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Figure 3: P1 and P2 are the convex hulls of inversion sets (the separation hyperplanes are represented
in the same colors). But while P1 corresponds to a
low element, P2 does not because ρ is not small.

H0

For w ∈ W , N (w) = Φ+ ∩ w(−Φ+ ) is the inversion set of w. N is an increasing bijection
between W with the weak order and the set of
finite, separable subsets of Φ+ with inclusion [1].
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